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About This Game

JOIN THE CLUB ON OUR DISCORD!

Large-scale tactical warfare in Virtual Reality

With War Dust, we want to push the boundaries of Virtual Reality and create epic battles on a scale that has never been reached
before.

A total immersion experience that throws you into a breathtaking action film, full of explosions and dynamic tactics. The
opportunity to live an incredible situation where armies clash.

Our goal is to create a feeling of being a part of a real epic war, not just a small combat.
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64 PLAYERS

We have always wanted to create large-scale battles rather than small skirmishes which is why War Dust gives you the
opportunity to join a company of 32 soldiers. With 64 fighters on the battlefield, War Dust will take you into the largest online

battles that have ever been made in VR.
Everyone has a role to play on the battlefield: one single man, at the right place at the right time, can make a decisive difference.

Get ready to be this difference, to dare, to fight, and defeat your enemies.
Solidarity, rivalry, cooperation, confrontation: enjoy virtual reality from a new perspective. We look forward to share that

experience with our players!

VEHICLES

We wanted to create a game that makes your heart pound faster and gives you the opportunity to use everything you can for
your team to win: aircrafts, rocket launchers, grenades: the possibilities are endless and no two battles are alike. Each vehicle

available brings a new gameplay and has a major impact on the battle.

In War Dust you can experience the conflict from various points of views. The game is not restricted to ground combat but also
it includes aerial fighting; as a plane or helicopter pilot, you will be responsible for supporting your allies on the ground. We are

particularly proud of the aerial combats that give incredible sensations when you fly across the battlefield.

Enjoy the thrill of a tense dogfight or help your teammates from far above. Get ready to storm the enemy lines, to cut through
their defenses under the cover of a tank, to cross the battlefield at full speed on a quad to join your allies, to push the offensive

with a helicopter or show dexterity dodge a missile in a plane...

Surgical strike or massive attack, you will have to choose your strategy and organize quickly.

Huge battlefields

Our goal at Raptor Lab is add a new dimension to virtual reality. We wanted to bring combat to a scale that has never been seen
before.
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To do this we had to create large and rich battlegrounds to give 64 players access to a multitude of different gameplays and
possible strategies.

Cooperation & synergy

There are four classes, each with their own features and a specific role to play on the battlefield. The battle can only be won as a
team.

You will have to strategically communicate and interact with your teammates in order to crush your opponents.
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Title: WAR DUST | 32 vs 32 Battles
Genre: Action, Massively Multiplayer, Simulation, Early Access
Developer:
raptor lab
Publisher:
raptor lab
Release Date: 19 Oct, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 10

Processor: Intel Core i5-4590 (AMD FX 8350)

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX 970 (AMD Radeon R9 290)

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 10 GB available space

Additional Notes: Disc space required may increase with content updates.

English
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This game has been abandoned by devs. it could be amazing but nothing is being done with it. The bots are just terrible.. Its
pretty much battlefield in VR, whats not to love. You got tanks, jets, helicopters, armored jeeps and quads. You got class
progression. You can play standing up or sitting down. Did your aircraft suffer critical damage? Just jump out and parachute to
safety, or danger since you can shoot while parachuting. Yes there are some bugs but they are the funny ones (like skyrim). All
in all this game is amazing and well worth the price. 10\/10. have fun to play this game
need to better texture and new maps

thanks. uses the same generic models as all other games that look really bad on max graphics and the menu is so odd to navigate
there is no tutorial or controll menu to look at overall not good. The game is dead. No updates are coming.. This is the Call of
Duty of VR. Huge maps. Controllable vehicles including helicopters, jet fighters, tanks, quads, and trucks. 32 vs 32 battles
which feel very populated. And the game has a great climbing mechanic which should definitely be implemented into more VR
games.

Graphics are pretty bad and the models\/textures are mediocre, but with it being what it is and one of the few out there that does
it so well, I give this game a 4\/5.. This is an amazing game.. GREAT game. no real limits. You can either be the call of duty
type and play some run and gun or you can be the Squad type and use different kits and sandbags to create FOBs of sorts and
secure dominance. Airplane controls need some work but still a GREAT game.. I absolutely love this game. I really do.

I will say this out of the gate. There are some bugs, there is some clunkiness and it's not entirely forgiving for brand new players
(It took me half a match to figure out how to reload my weapon).

But once you get past that initial hiccup, everything else feels amazing.

The graphics are good for the price you're paying (It's a steal, really), but more than that is the full body physics. I have a lot of
open space to play and the intuitive nature that when I crouch, my character crouches and slows down makes setting up
ambushes, preparing to storm control points or general tactical fu*ckery all the more amazing.

With consistent updates to polish it over time, each patch makes it feel like Battlefield VR. Jets, Tanks, Assault Helicopters,
ATVs and foot races make this game a blast. One second you're having a 1v1 long-range battle with an enemy player, the next a
Orga*smic Michael Bay Fest of explosions, gunfire and sh*itting yourself as you try to reload with no idea where the bullets are
flying from.

Please, treat yourself to this experience.
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WORST GAME I'VE EVER PLAYED
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